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Disk User Is supplled on a 40 track 
disk format and can be run without 
conversion on a 40 track drive. 

If you have 40180 switchable drives 
then make sure the drive is switched to 

1 the 40 option. 

For 80 track only drive owners, a 
conversion program is provided - see 
Disk Instructions. 

. ..D 
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INSTRUCTION 
DISK INSTRUCTIONS 
To get the best from your copy of Disk 
User, please carefully read the 
instructions below. We have made 
Disk User able to run on a very wide 
range of systems. 

One point to note is that we 
strongly recommend copying the 
disk on to a blank formatted disk 
before you use it. You should use 
this copy as your working copy, and 
keep the original as the back-up. 
Many of the programs require to write 
to the disk, and doing this will 
diminish the usefulness of the 
original. 

40 Track Drive Systems 
Disk User is supplied on a 40 track 
disk so will work on any 40 track BBC 
micro system (at least, any that we 
know of!) straight away. Remember to 
make a working copy before use. 

40180 Switchable Drives 
If you have this sort of drive, you can 
use Disk User straight away with the 
drive switched to the 40 track setting; 
don't forget to make a copy for normal 
use. However, you may wish to copy 
the disk on to 80 track format, in 
which case, with a single drive, you 
should follow the instructions for 80 
track systems. 

With two switchable drives, or one 
switchable drive set to 40 track and 
an 80 track drive (or even a 40 track 
drive and an 80 track drive), you can 
easily copy Disk User on to 80 tracks; 
put Disk User into drive 0 (40 tracks) 

and a blank formatted 80 track disk 
into drive 1 (80 tracks) and type: 
*COPY 0 l*? <RETURN > 
Here < RETURN > means hitting the 
return key. You can set the boot option 
to drive one by typing: 
*DRIVE 1 <RETURN > 
*OPT 4 3 < RETURN > 

80 nack Drives 
Because Disk User is supplied as a 
40 track disk, 80 track disk drives 
have to double-step through the disk. 
Probably the most convenient thing 
to do is to copy Disk User on to 80 
track format. This can be done in two 
ways. 

If your filing system allows 
double-stepping, we recomend using 
the system's own command. As a 
general rule, built-in 40-to-80 track 
converters should be used where 
available; the documentation for your 
filing system or utility ROM will give 
full instructions, and we give 
suggestions for some better-known 
systems further on). 

Not all filing systems have 
facilities for double-stepping; Acorn's 
DFS is one such system. To 
overcome this, a program called 
CHANGE is supplied on the Disk 
User disk in a section which can be 
accessed by 80 track drives. 

Using CHANGE 
Insert Disk User into an 80-track drive 
(or 40180 switched to 80-track) and 
type: 
*CHANGE <RETURN > 
The program will prompt you to insert 
a pre-formatted blank 80 track disk 
when it is ready to write to it (you will 
have to swap back and forward 
between the two disks several times 
if you are using only one drive). Once 
this is completed, you can use the 
newly created 80-track version of Disk 
User and keep the original as the 
back-up. 

Our suggestions on how to use 
Disk User on some popular DFSs 
now follow. 

I 

Master l 28  
  his Acorn DFS has a software 
double stepping mode for a 80 track 
drive. Set it with the corr~mand 

*DRIVE 0 40 <RETURN> 
and then hit <BREAK> 
Disk User will then work without any 
need for conversion. However this 
may not allow writing to the disk in 40 
track mode; in any case, you should 
make a working copy, so copy to a 80 
track disk. 
DFS on Master Compact 
The DFS is supplied as an image on 
some versions of the Master Compact 
Welcome disk (or is available from 
Acorn on disk) and this may be used 
in conjunction with a 51/4 inch 40 track 
disk drive to run Disk User.Please 
note that we cannot at present 
supply Disk User on a 3% inch disk 
(if there is ufficient demand, we may 
be able to in the future). 

Opus DDOSlChallenger 3 
If you are using the Opus DDOS disk 
filing system or Challenger 1 .OlDDOS 
then issue the command 
*4080 AUTO < RETURN > 
or 
*ENABLE 40180 < RETURN > 
and Disk User will work without any 
need for conversion. 

Challenger 3 
If you have the later ROM version 
Challenger 1.1 then issue the 
command 
*OPT 8,l RETURN > 
to achieve the same result. Disk User 
will work effectively from the RAM 
disk. Use 
*COPY 0 4 *." 
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'CONFIG 4=0 
'OPT4 3 
to run from RAM disk 

Solidisk DFS 
W~th the Sol~disk DFS 2.1 and 2.0 you 
can set a software double stepping 
mode for a 80 track drive with the 
command 
*ENABLE 80 c RETURN > 
Dlsk User will then work w~thout any 
need for conversion. 

Watford DFS 
The Watford DFSs also have a 
software double stepping mode for an 
80 track drive. Consult your manual 
for the appropriate FX call or 
command. Disk User w~l l  then work 
without any need for conversion. 

Disk farlure 
If for any reason your copy of Disk 
User will not work on your system 
then please carefully re-read the 
instructions glven above. 
If you still experience problems then: 
1. If you are a subscriber, return ~t to: 
Disk Infonetg Times HOusc 
17' The 
Hempstead; 
2. If you bought ~t from a newsagents, 
return It to Disk User 
Replacements¶ Discopy Labs, 20 
Osyth  close^ Brack Mills, 
Northampton NN4 ODY before 1st 
January 1988. You can make 
telephone enquir~es about Disk User 
On 437 0626 (please ask for D'sk 
User Edltorlal). Enqu~ries in wr1,ting 
w~l l  be dealt w~th as promptly as 
poss~ble and replacement dlsks sent 
out ~mmedlately. Please use 
appropriate packaging* cardboard 
stiffener at least, when returr~lng a 
d~sk. Do not send back your copy of 
the magazine Only the disk please. 

Disk Hints 
can 'peed up your disk 

speeds by Issuing the software 
command: 'FX255,15 < RETURN > 
The effect lasts until 

<BREAK' is pressed. 
This extra speed IS only poss~ble wlth 
the latest d~sk drlves -the half-helght 
and slimllne drlve types. 

Disk User files 

All change - 40 track to 80 track author: P. K. Bedford flles: 
~onvertor Codegen BASlC f~ le 
files: 
CHANGE machine code file. *RUN Animation - Abbas animates the 

letter E. 
author: Abbas files: 

Disk User - Disk magazine title E.Alpha data flle P.RUNE BASIC file 
page animation 
author: Abbas flles: Interactive Teach-in - All you 
P RUNDISC BASIC file A.DISC need to know about Random Access 
machine code file Flles. 

author: Mostyn Hellard files. 
Teachin BASIC file 

Menu - Easy selection of the Number Resequencer - Get 
software. your BASIC programs in order! 
author: Matthew Fifield f~les: author: John Kelk f~les: 
MENU BASIC 11le B.RES BASIC/Assembler source file 

New REPTON 3 screens - 
Floating point 3D graphics - Designed for your enjoyment. 
Advanced mathematics made easy. author: C. Dunkley files: 
author: J. walsh files: 
GRMENU BASIC file PROG~ BASIC 

EXTRA Data file 

file PROG2 BASIC file PROG3 Disc Repairer - Nurse your discs 
BASIC flle PROG4 BASIC file OBJ5 back to health with this utility. 
mach~ne code 11le author: M~chael Spalter files: 

REPAIR BASlC file 
M~sic~utor~Mak ingmelod ious  
musl, has never been easier. 
author: F..M. Bone files: 
MUSIC BASIC file TUTOR BASIC 
file 

ADFS Users 
Blockade - Fast moving maze ~ f i ~ ~  a straight conversion from DFS 
,..hase! 
author: C. ~ ~ ~ k l ~ ~  files: 

to ADFS the following step will help 

BLOCK BASIC file 
the programs run 
Delete line 140 In file MUSIC. The 
disc repairer (flle REPAIR) fails to 

NOTE:- Blockade fails to work on the ADFS. 
work properly on the Master 
series! 
Screen Compacter - Squeeze Note:- 
b ~ g  screens into small spaces. Disk User almost fills a 40 track disk. 
author: J. Kelk files: Any software that may need extra 
B.COMP BASICIAssembler source disk space to save information 
file should be copied onto a blank disk. 

i.e. Screen Compacter, Number 
Repton 3 screen printer - Find Resequencer and Repton screen 
your way w~th this map printer. mapper. 

- 



DISI'!! NEWS 
AMPLINEX 
Users of the Music 5000 synth- 

esiser will no doubt be pleased to 
know that there is a new disk based 
magazine called AMPLINEX. 

Interestingly it integrates with the 
AMPLEJStudio 5000 system to cre- 
ate what is best described as an 
interactive listening experience, and 
via a series of menus, to access 
music, news, utilities, and new in- 
strument definitions as well as act as 
a forum for news and information to 
all AMPLE users everywhere. 

The disk is bi-monthly and is 
available from AMPLINEX, 26 
Arbor Lane, Winnersh, Berks, 
RG11 5JD - don't forget to 
enclose an SAE. . 

FJP's CV Computer Package 
sounds like a good idea. The soft- 
ware explains what a CV is, assists 
in the writing of the CV, provides 
editing and printing facilities. Price 
per school, college, or centre is 
f 15.95 plus f l postage and packing. 

FJP Software, 11 Eastnor 
Grove, Leamington Spa, War- 
wickshire, CV31 1 LD. 

Cambridge Software House 
has four new releases, Can you find 
it?, Water Manager - in partnership 
with the Anglian Water Authority, 
The Princess and the Ring - adven- 
ture for 5+, and Pathfinder - a large 
scale simulation based around avia- 
tion. 

Cambridgeshire Software 
House, The Town Hall, St. 
Ives, Huntingdon, Cambs, 
PE1 7 4AL. 

Illustrations 
Nidd Valley have released a 

software package for their Digi- 
mouse called ''The Illustrator", a disk 
based program compatible with the 
BBC B and the B+. 

The Illustrator produces high re- 
solution printouts in a choice of four 
sizes and two densities in monoc- 
rome Modes. 

The software includes an exten- 
sive library of designs, plus an icon 
editor, brush designer and a pixel 

and zoom editor. 
The price for T h e  Illustrator" disk 

is £49.90 and includes a Digimouse, 
although if you already own a 
mouse, you can purchase the soft- 
ware alone for E1 9.90. 

For more information, contact 
Nidd Valley Micro Products 
Ltd, 4AA9 Thorp Arch Trading 
Estate, Wetherby, West 
Yorks, LS23 7BJ. Telephone 
(0937) 844661. 

Graphics adventure 
Robico have released their first 

adventure to feature raphics. The 8 Hunt - Search for hauna costs 
f 12.95 on disk and is available for 
Model B and B+ initially with a 
special Master version in the pipe- 
line. 

The disk version has 20 or so 
location pictures stored on the disk 
so that they are very detailed and of 
a high resolution. 

Robico Software, 3 Fairland 
Close, Llantrisant, Mid Gla- 
morgan CF7 8QH. Tel: 0443 
227354. 

Genie Junior 
Genie Junior is a cut-down 

version of the successful Genie 
hardware. All that needs to be done 
is to install the Genie Junior ROM in 
the Beeb, ensure that a disk is in the 
disk drive and you have a working 
system. You can jump out of any 
application and instantly have the 
benefits of an online date stamped 

calendar, calculator, notebook and 
address book. 

Genie Junior costs f 25 and is 
available from Permanent 
Memory Systems, 38 Mount 
Cameron Drive North, St 
Leonards, E Kilbride, G74 
2ES. 

Educational Software on 
disk 
There can be no doubt that some of 

the most original software is now 
coming from educational software 
houses. Many of the packages will 
prove useful at home as well as in 
the school. Here are the new re- 
leases on disk: 
Progress is a student profiling 

package on 40 or 80 track disk. This 
specialised database style software 
is supported by Newcastle IT centre. 

City of Newcastle Upon Tyne, 
Information Technology Unit, 
Pendower Hall, West Road, 
Newcastle Upon Tyne, NE15 
6PP. Tel: 091 274 3820 

Beat the Boss is the third in a 
series of real life simulations from 
RBRC software, in which students 
learn by doing. It's called experiential 
learning. In Beat the Boss a five year 
play through takes 2.5 hours, the 
objective to maximise profits and to 
earn larger cumulative profits than 
the boss! 

Prof. Ronald Brech, The Guild 
House, 32 Worple Road, 
Wimbledon, SW19 4EF. Tel: 01 
946 8641. 

Maps and Landscapes No.2 is 
the follow up to Chalksoft's first 
successful geography title. Three 
large, sections deal with Direction, 
Scale and Contour. Chalksoft say 
that their trials have shown that 
teachers of children of ages 8 to 14 
found the approach very suitable. 
Price f 17.25 

Chalksoft, PO Box 49, Spald- 
ing, Lincs. PE11 1NZ. Tel: 
0775 6951 8. 

-I 
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DISIL NEWS 
News Desk is the latest in Grana- 

da's The Micro at Work series. It's a 
publishing software package for stor- 
ies and pictures. The adviser is Tony 
Quinn, editor of Acorn User. Nice to 
see he's branching out from listings! 

Also new is Status, a statistics 
handling package aimed mainly at 
eography and biology departments. 8 tatus is unique in that it selects the 

appropriate tests for the data. 

Contact Mercury Music Co. 
Ltd, PO Box 194, Sevenoaks, 
Kent, TN15 8TZ. Tel: 0732 
883261. 

Designer disks 
These very fetching 3.5" disks are 
the latest in TDK fashion 
add-ons for earlobes and earlobe 
compatibles. From TDK's latest 
trade adverts for their new floppies. 

Acorn Loss 
The half year results recently 
published by Acorn show that the 
sales in the first six months of 1987 

Solids Modeller 
The Silicon Visions "professional" 
3D CAD system has recently been 
expanded to handle hidden line re- 
moval operations so that the wire 
frame images displayed on the 
screen look - to all intents and 
purposes - solid. 

The package is a big one, con- 
sisting of a 32K ROM and six floppy 
disks. 

The software is compatible with 
the BBC B the B+ and the Master 
128. A Master Compact version is 
available for DFS users only, and it 
does support a mouse. 

Prices are €89.95 inc VAT for 
the package, and it is avail- 
able from Silicon Visions 
themselves at 47 Dudley Gar- 
dens, Harrow, Middlesex, HA2 
ODQ. Telephone (01) 422 
2274. 

r) 
Topologika Adventures 

Newly formed Topologika are 
specialising in educational programs 
and adventures. Peter Killworth, au- 
thor of Countdown to Doom and 
Philosopher's Quest has expanded 
the games into disk versions. The 
maps have been enlarged and new 
puzzles and twists added. 

A team of programmers are 
working on a new range of adven- 
tures for release in the new year. 
These will include Quondam, Avon, 
a game with a Shakesperean setting 
and Murdac, by John Thackray, au- 
thor of Acheton. Peter Killworth is 
working on the follow up to Count- 
down to Doom to be called, you 
guessed it, Return to Doom. Castle 
of Riddles is also being upgraded to 
disk. Prices are f 17.50. 
Details from Topologika, PO 

Box 39, Stilton, Peterborough, 
PE7 3RL. Tel: 0733 244682. 

'Datafile of Educational Soft- 
ware and addresses of interest to 
computer users in education' is valu- 
able data on disk compiled by Nick 
Evans, author and expert in the field 
of educational computing. The data 
is available for the following data- 
bases: FIND, Viewstore, Key and 
Supastore. All disks supplied are 80 
track double sided. Price f 15.00. 

Nick Evans, PO Box 55, Grims- 
by, DN32 OQB. 

Winchester way 
Amcom have corrected the prices 
we gave in our first Disk User article 
on winchester hard disks. Their 
range of hard disks is now available 
from £399. 

Amcom's comments extend to 
the use of tape streamers mentioned 
in the article as a means of backing 
up data. They point out that the tape 
streamer is capable of copying 
10Mbytes in five minutes and, 
although more expensive than a 
second winchester, the tapes are 
removable media and therefore 
more secure. Their 20Mbyte tape 
streamers cost £950. 

Amcom can be contacted at 
35 Carters Lane, Kiln Farm, 
Milton Keynes, MK11 3HL. 
Tel: 0908 56921 2. . . . - 

totalled f19.02m. A net loss of 
f 1.38m was suffered. MicroCODlL is supported by two 

Acorn's managing director, Brim new databases, Family History Pack 
Long, in announcing the results said and History Project Pack. You'll 
that 'The Master series continued to need the MicroCODlL language. 
sell well, although effective early Available on DFS or ADFS, 40 or 80. 
promotion for the Archimedes led to 
a slowing down in sales in the CODlL Language Systems, 33 
second quarter as customers evalu- Buckingham Road, Tring, 
ated the new line" Herts, HP23 4HG. 
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DISKS AND 
THE 512 
The 51 2 coprocessor is now available to all 
BBC owners. As a disk based system what 
has it got to offer disk users? 
The 512 coprocessor is a piece of GEM. 

hardware which provides 512K The 512 is of interest to schools 
RAM, faster processing and bundled and colleges as the pressure in- 
software for what is now a reason- creases on them to train their pupils 
able price of f 199. Model B and B+ with the software packages they may 
owners will require a Watford or meet in their careers outside. It's a 
Acorn interface, both costing under great educational computing debate 
£100. It also opens up IBM cornpati- whether this pressure is justified 
ble software, much of which is not when perfectly good spreadsheets 
available in native BBC form, for and wordprocessors are available on 
instance integrated business soft- the standard BBC. The great thing 
ware and desktop publishing. about the 512 is that it is not just a 

DOS+ is the disk operating sys- token gesture to counter this critic- 
tem provided. Some commands are ism but a technical improvement 
resident in memory, most are read over the standard IBM clones com- 
from disk before execution. The 512 bined with a useful set of software. 
will also operate automaticallv with 
MSDOS. GEM, a graphics based 
'ront-end, can be loaded to provide 
an easy to use interface with the files 
Dn disk. This involves pointing at disk 
cons with a mouse (provided as part 
~f the 512 package) and choosing 
'rom pull down menus and boxes 
~ h i c h  display directories and files. 
Different filetypes are distinguished 
3y a three character postfix. 

DOS Plus 
DOS+ can only communicate in a 

rudimentary fashion with the BBC 
operating system eg copying data 
between different disc formats with 
GETFILE and PUTFILE commands. 
So, although this is useful for trans- 
ferring text files, it's a case of choos- 
ing to be in one system or the other, 
not of switching between each. 

The DOS+/GEM disk operating 
system is certainly an exciting new 
environment but be warned, if prog- 
ramming is your interest, the Acorn 
manual will not help. You will need to 
invest in manuals and a program- 
ming lan uage. 

The 8 EM applications supplied, 
Paint, and Write, have excellent fea- 
tures but it's only worth ditching your 
current software if it's of poor stan- 
dard or if the graphics approach 
(wordprocessed text and graphics on 
the same screen and sheet of paper) 
is required. Also if you are lucky 
enough to own a laser printer, there 
are printer drivers supplied with 

DOS commands 
Well, from the disk user's point of 

view let's take a look at the disk filing 
system which is at the heart of the 
512. DOS+ has a number of com- 
mands, most of which are called up 
from disk, with the consequence that 
dual (two) disk drives are almost 
essential. Syntax is similar to the 
Acorn ADFS. DFS users will need a 
while to get used to the hierarchical 
structure and the use of directories. 
DIR gives a list of files in a directory, 
CHDlR moves to a speci,fied direc- 
tory, TREE displays the structure of 
your filesidirectories. PATH tells the 
system to look in a particular direc- 
tory along a particular path through 
the tree. RMDlR removes director- 
ies, ERAQ removes files. 

Here's a familiar command: 
COPY B:temp.txt A:final.txt 
where you can see that A and B are 
used to distinguish between the two 
drives. The postfix '.txt' is just one of 
a number of standard mnemonics 
which are attached to filenames. 
They are in fact more important than 
just memory joggers about the con- 
tents of the file, but are recognised 
by DOS and acted upon. GEM also 
makes use of these conventions. 

The Master 51 2 supports a range 
of disk formats. A utility pro ram can 
be called up from the DO 8 prompt 
(just type DISK) to format and copy 
disks in 640K format (DOS+), 800K 
format (Acorn DOS+ format), 400K 

(CPIM) compatible with the Acorn 
280 format, 360K for IBM compati- 
bles (such as Amstrad 151211640) 
and Olivetti and Tandy special for- 
mats, among others. 

An irr~portant element of DOS+ is 
the ability to create 'batch' files in a 
text editor supplied with the system. 
Much more sophisticated actions are 
possible than with Acorn EXEC files. 
Batch files are used to create 'turn- 
key' systems which start up exactly 
as required by the batch file prog- 
rammer, in the desired colour 
scheme, directory selected etc. 

DOS can also set up a RAM disk, 
setting aside a specified amount of 
memory for a fast disk. It also sup- 
ports two 'background' activities, 
ALARM and PRINT. PRINT is espe- 
cially useful for printing documents 
while you continue with your work. 

GEM 
GEM loads from its own disk and 

boots up a full screen desktop with a 
mouse controlled pointer, icons, fol- 
ders and utilities. The icons repre- 
sent disk drives, directories (folders) 
and application programs such as 
GEM Write or GEM Paint, provided 
with the 512. Clicking on the icons 
moves around directories or acti- 
vates programs. Drop down menus 
provide other options. If GEM needs 
information typed in, it prompts you. 
A number of submenus allow full 
configuration of the system, from 
linefeeds to plotter characteristics. 

Back in DOS, BBC Micro operat- 
ing system calls can be accessed 
and finally there is a command 
NOTUBE which takes you back to 
the BBC Micro environment. 

If you do choose the 51 2 upgrade 
path then you will find a powerful 
system, some very good bundled 
software and the opportunity to run 
any number of IBM compatible pack- 
ages. One word of warning: do check 
with your Acorn dealer about 512 
compatibility with IBM software be- 
fore buying. 

t 
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ITEMS 
Our alphabetic 
animations reach the 
letter E - X ,  

.*. *. 

Some I could mention suggested E - . I  < 
for Editor but computer artist Abbas 
thought along more traditional lines. 

I. Abbas' further contribu1:ion to this 
issue is the Random Access artwork, 
produced on Prisma 3. Millipede 
Electronics are making Prisma 3 
Archimedes compatible too, quite a 
combination for graphics of all kinds. 

: BLOCKADE 
This is Blockade - it's difficult but we know 
that, when it comes to games, Disk Users 
don't despair that easily 

Blockade game keys: 

S . . '  -:; - dew-n 

. . 
i -- .-.I, .̂ - > . .  
. , Ttqe-lare full on scree 



. - 
, . . . ? ' C  <:-- - .- . '. - . :< . . ,  '.S 

7:; - . , ;  I" 
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Akhter, a well known name in disk 
drive supply, have their own user's 
manual. Written by Dave Carlos, the 
spiral bound typeset 134 page book 
acts as both an introduction to disk 
use and a reference to the DFS (Disk 
Filing System) * commands. Each 
command is listed with full syntax, 
examples, a description of its effect, 
associated commands and notes on 
possible pitfalls, error messages you 
might encounter and an explanation 
of what might have gone wrong. 

Other useful chapters include a 
look at the BBC Model BIB+ 
memory map and how information is 
held in RAM for the use of the DFS, 
advice on transferring programs from 
cassette to disk and accessing the 
DFS from assembler. There are also 
some notes on Akhter's disk utilities 
which come with their drives. 

Clear layout, full index, various 
program examples and screen print- 
outs make this a very successful 
reference work, ideal for anyone who 
picked up a disk drive system but 

Mastering the Disc Drive 
Christopher Snee's book for BBC 
Soft is quick off the mark, briefly 
going through the system arrange- 
ments and DFS commands and 
quickly on to the operating system 
entry points and examples of how to 
access them from assembler. 
Chapters four to six detail the 8271 
floppy disk controller, which was the 
first Acorn controller chip 
(succeeded by the 1770) and offer 
some quite large utilities to type in. 

A description of random access 
to disk based data from BASIC leads 
to a full database example with a 
brief sidetrack into sorting. There are 
appendices on DFS 1.2 and memory 
workspace, a glossary and index. 
f 7.95 

Practical Disc File 
Techniques 
Another book with a number of 
example programs by Peter 

Beverley-Brown from Pentire Press. 
Random access filing is the theme 
which builds up to chapter 10 and a 
full database program. Tlhere is a 
general introduction, differences 
between BASIC 1 and 2 (important 
with random access where OPENUP 
appeared in BASK 2) and new 
concepts in ADFS. A general look at 
opening and closing files leads to 
serial and random access routines. 

Chapter six takes on index- 
sequential files where index files 
point to the position of entries in a 
data file. Editing, sorting and 
searching these files follows with 
hints and tips on other programming 
techniques such as validating input. 

If you are interested in the 
subject of random access then it is 
well explained here and the 
exam~les are well-annotated. The 
ninet);' eight typeset pages cost 
£5.95. S 

File Handling on the BBC 
Microcomputer 
A much larger book (over 200 pages) 
on similar subject matter is Brian J. 
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Townsend's for MacMillan. The price 
has been kept down to £6.95 partly 
by using a daisywheel printer to 
prepare the pages. There are some 
tables but little use of diagrams. 

The text takes us right from a 
cassette based machine to random 
access on disk files and the book 
concentrates on manipulating data, 
sorting, searching, printing out and 
updating and there are large BASIC 
procedure-based listings to type in 
(although a tapetdisk is available). 
The self-test questions reveal that 
this book is intended for educational 
use but, if you want to learn about 
programming for data manipulation 
then this is a good 'teach yourself'. 

Disk Systems for the 
BBC Micro 
This is an early £6.95 worth from lan 
Sinclair, published by Granada and 
is well worth getting hold of if you are 
new to disk filing. The explanation of 
how the DFS does its work is excel- 
lent. Amcom and Watford filing 
systems are taken into account and 

there is a ood chapter on filing 
techniques ! rom BASIC. There is 
technical detail about how data is 
held on disks and a tutorial on how to 
use disk utilities such as DUMP. 
Good if you can get it at 26.95. 

Disk Programming 
Techniques 
Michael Coleman's book for Prentice 
Hall is nearly 250 pages of daisy- 
wheeled text. Early chapters go into 
how data is stored and how DFS 
commands do their work and how 
best they can be used. Serial and 
random access files follow and there 
are a number of case studies - 
annotated programs to type in. The 
chapters on executive files, 
combining program files and diag- 
nostic aids are also good reading. 
Amcom and Watford systems are 
taken into account. 

Good use of diagrams and 
screendumps combines with well- 
presented procedural BASIC to 
make the book an attractive read. 
Nor are the listings too indigestable. 
Even so a disk is available for f 1 1.95. 

A good sort - the last word in 
reordering routines 
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Mostyn Hel lard 

RANDOM 
ACCESS 
A full on-screen interactive tutorial on the 
subject of random access disk filing 
techniques 

The random access tutorial on this 
month's disk will take you through 
the subject with short program 
examples on screen and exercises 
you can try. 

This is a new idea in articles on 
Disk User and we'd love to know 
what you think of it. The learning 
curve with microcomputers is never 
a short one. There's so much in 
every machine. So we hope the disk 
based tutorial approach is useful. 

'\!I a m m  11 l ~ ~ l ~ ,  
SCHOOL ORDERS m 

WELCOME I e 
large = 

(100 disk capacity) 
r r  lockable disk storage 

box worth £13.95 ', - I - 
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m .I 

2,!2JJf+rJ,!l, ' - - - 
- FREE (Mostly) m m 
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One of the ways we keep a check on the 
advertising that appears in the press, on 
posters and in the cinema is by responding to 
consumers' complaints. 

Any complaint sent to us is considered 
carefully and, if there's a case to answer, a full 
investigation is made. 

If you thnk  you've got good reason to 
complain about an advertisement, send off 
for a copy of our free leaflet. 

It will tell you all you need to know to 
help us process your complaint as 
quickly as possible. 

The Advertising Standards Authori*. 

ASA Ltd, Dept 1 Brook House, 

J 
If an advertisement is wrong,we're here to put it right. 

Tomngton Place, London WClE 7HN 
This space is donated In the interests of high standards of advert~s~ng. 
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Fascinating 3D graphics and a disk based 
tutorial on how to produce them 

~irst ,  the hard bit, a Hitchhiker's 
Guide to floating-point maths. 

I hope you don't have the same fear 
of this subject that 1 used to. 
Fortunately for me (as it's tr~rned 
out), I was thrown in at the deep end! 
One day 1 went into work, eagerly 
awaiting a new project to start, when 
they handed me a ve heavy listin 
of the whole of the %BC's BASI8 
ROM, then told me to find out how 
the floating point routines worked 
(and to reproduce them). I nearly left! 
If they had only wanted add, 
subtract, multiply and divide it might 
not have been so bad, but they 
wanted the lot, SQR, LOG, EXP, 
SIN, COS and TAN! Some time later, 
to my amazement, I did it, and so it is 
now my pleasure to reveal the intri- 
cate workings of floating point maths. 

I feal that I should just point out 
one very important thing about 
floating point maths before we start. 
'floating point' is only really another 
method of representing (or st~ring) 
numbers, like BCD (binary coded 
decimal) is only a method of re- 
presenting numbers. You could say 
that you use floating point internally 
until you have a result, then convert 
the floating point result into a form 
more suitable for its use. Eg if you 
were drawing a wire frame immage, 
you might choose to use floating 
point values while calculating the 2D 
co-ordinates from the 3D co- 
ordinates and rotation, but once you 
have the results, you would have to 
convert them into their integer values 
for the line drawing routine. 

In the beginning 
In the beginning there were positive 
integers, then came the negative lot, 
then we got fractions and eventually, 
reals. Let's take a look at a number, 

51 853726376946255860874629 (l 
could go on) which is of course an 
integer, and a big one at that, but it's 
a little hard to handle. So one day, a 
long long time ago, someone 
invented (or discovered) standard 
form. Using standard form I can now 
re-write this number as 
5.1853726376946255860874629 * 
10A25. But this still doesn't help 
much. We don't really need all those 
digits and, if we stopped after or~ly 3 
decimal places, it would still be 
accurate to l% ,  like so, 5.185 * 
1 OA25. 

It is the underlying principle that 
you need to understand here: that 
any number can be written as a 
value between 1 and 9 (with a 
decimal part) multiplied by some 
power of 10. 

It is important also to notice that I 
have only said 'written'. Usually you 
do not use numbers in this format 
directly, you would need to convert 
them back into their actual values if 
you wanted to add two numbers 
together. 

Of course I'm assuming that you 
are using base 10 here, but you 
could use any base you wanted to, 
so the general rule is: 

is what you are aiming for with 
floating point maths. What you 
should look for is the similarity 
between the bases, ie to multiply 
or divide by any power of the base 
only requires a shift in the position of 
the decimal point. 

Theory to practice 
By now you should understand how 
standard form can work in base 2 
(binary from now on) which is floating 
point in principle. But there are a few 
slight modifications to make it more 
efficient in practice. First some defi- 
nitions: 

manlissa (man) - this is the binary 
pattern of the number exponent 
(exp) - this is the power of 2 to be 
multiplied by (in binary) , 

The modifications are best shown by 
means of a worked example, so here 
it is: 100100 (36 to you and me) 
would be written (check using 
program 1 ) 

1.001 *2A 101 A A 

mantissa exponent 

which is not yet in its easiest form for 
the computer. First we shift the 
rnantissa right one more place (ie 
divide by 2) so that we have '0.5 <= 
man 1' (remember the general 
rule), and adjust the exponent 
accordingly, so we get this: 

any number can be written as a 
value in the range 1 c= value < 
'base' and multiplied by some inte- 
ger 
power of the base. 

Now it's time to take a look at the first 
example program on the disk. 
Choose the 3D routines from the 
menu and option one from the 
submenu. You can work in any base 
you wish, but start with something 
you know (ie base 10). Make sure 
you understand base 2, because this 

Note tHat you should be able to see 
:hat the first bit of the mantissa after 
:he decimal point will always be a 'I ', 
~ h i c h  follows from the definition. If 
iou don't believe me, then go back 
:o 
:he first example program and try it. 
t's true for all values (except zero, 
3ut that comes later). 
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Now think of the decimal point 
being between 2 bytes, eg 
aaaaaaaa. bbbbbbbb. This mantissa 
can be thought of as just the 
fractional part (ie 0-mantissa) and 
the decimal point can be left out (but 
it is still implied), so we get this: 

Now the exponent can be put into a 
byte, and the *2A can also be left 
out (but still implied), thus: 

1 001 0000, 000001 1 0 

So now we have 36 written in binary 
floating point. It's quite easy to 
convert back, just shift the decimal 
point (remember, it's only an implied 
one) right by 'exponent' bits. Thus 
1 001 0000, 00000 1 1 0 becomes 
100100.00, which you can all see is 
36! . 

The exponent is a two's compli- 
ment value, so it can take values 
between -127 to +127. For +ve 
values, the decimal point is shifted 
right, and for -ve values, it is shifted 
left! 

On the negative side 
Up to now I have only considered 
positive values, so what about 
negative ones? Well there are two 
ways of representing negative 
values 

i) two's compliment 
ii) ABS value and a sign bit and 
although either of these could be 
used in floating point, a sign bit turns 
out to be much simpler (in my 
opinion anyway), ie you store the 
ABS value and have one bit that tells 
you if it's positive or negative. "But 
where are you going to put this sign 
bit?" I hear you ask. Well this is 
where binary comes into its own. 
Remember that the first bit of the 

mantissa (after the decimal point) will 
always be a '1 ', because of the defin- 
ition. So if this bit is always a '1 ', then 
we can re-use it for the sign bit, ie it 
is assumed to be a '1' for the 
mantissa, but it is, in fact, the sign bit. 

So, 36 would be 00010000, 
00000110, and -36 would be 
1001 0000,000001 10 A sign bit 

What about nothing? 
There is a number that doesn't have 
any bits set in binary, zero! This 
causes a problem because we have 
just assumed the first bit of the 
mantissa to be a '1 ', which clearly for 
zero, it can't be. You try and re- 
present zero and you'll find that you 
can't! 

The problem can be overcome by 
a special 'flag' value for the 
exponent, 128 for example. So a 
special check has to be made for 
zero, but then if the value is zero, it's 
very easy to handle (in add, subtract, 
multiply or divide). So zero C = >  
00000000, 10000000 

In fact, the mantissa could have 
any value, it doesn't matter since 
only the exponent is significant, so 
the mantissa could be used as some 
kind of a flag as well. In some appli- 
cations, you need to be able to work 
with 'unknown' values, so this could 
be flagged by a certain value in the 
mantissa, but that's another story. 

The finishing touch 
As I've already mentioned, floating 
point is only a method of represen- 
tation, so you might well ask 
yourself, "how do you get values into 
and out of this representation ?l'. 

Well I use two routines called 
'FIX' and 'FLOAT'. 

FIX 
This takes a floating point number 
and converts it into the integer 
equivalent value. Of course this will 
not always exist. If the exponent is , 

too large or too small then the integer 
will simply be out of range. This also 
depends on the size of integer you 
decide to use, 8 bit, 16 bit, with or 
without a fraction byte, etc. If the 
value is too large, then you must be 
satisfied with the largest value 
possible for the integer, and if it's too 
small, well zero should do. 

FLOAT 
This is the opposite of 'FIX', taking 
an integer value and converting it 
into its floating point form. . 

In both of these you have to be 
careful to take note of the sign. The 
integer will be in two's compliment 
form, and the floating point will be in 
'ABS and a sign bit' form. 

Time again to take a look at a 
program from the disc, program 2. 
This is the program I used to test the 
machine code routines and you can 
use it to see how accurate they are, 
and to convince yourself they work. 
My floating point routines use a two 
byte mantissa, and a one byte 
exponent, with an integer conversion 
(using FIX) of four bytes, made up of 
a two byte integer and a two byte 
fraction of 65536 (in two's compli- 
ment form). The BBC's BASIC uses 
a five byte mantissa and a one byte 
exponent, so it's much more 
accurate but somewhat slower (the 
test program prints the BASIC result 
in brackets). 
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Excercise 1. Try and write add 
and subtract for this floating point 
representation. Send in your listings 
to us in time for the next Disk User, 
and 1'11 publish the best solution. If 
you can't get them to work, still send 
them in and I'll try to sort out your 
problems. Mark the envelopes '30 
art' in the top left-hand corner. 

Third dimension 
Well now it's time to put the floating 
point routines to a good use, ie some 
3D graphics. This is quite a simple 
algorithm for drawing a wire frame 
ground, with hidden line removal. l 
was going to use it for a helicoptor 
Flight simulator (similar to 'Aviator' for 
the Spitfire) but I don't think it's quite 
fast enough. 1 would have liked 
around 10 frames per second, but 
this will only generate about 5 frames 
per second. 

Join the dots genesis 
The creation of the world (as far as 
the computer is concerned) starts off 
with a square matrix (or 2D matrix if 
you like) of values. The matrix p n  be 
thought of as a grid in the hor~zontal 
plane (ie flat) and the value at each 
point represents the vertical height to 
the surface above that point (see 
Figure 1 a and b). All you have to do 
to see the surface is play 'join the 
dots'. 

You could take a quick look at 
program 3 on the disc, that will show 
you what a surface looks like without 
the hidden line removal. 

. 
Cblour switching 
I'd better just quickly explain about 
colour'swapping. This is a method 
for drawing the next frame for 
animation on screen, without it being 
seen, and then swapping to that 
frame instantaneously. This makes 
the animation from frame to frame 
very smooth, and independent of 
how long it takes to draw each frame. 
The complete method involves two 
parts 

i) what is actualy drawn on the 
screen, which concerns logical 
colours 

(0.0) (1.0) 

Square matrix as a grid 

Figure la. 

Height gives the dots. 
join them up to give 
the 'surface'. 

Figure lb.  

ii) what you actualy see, which is very similar way to the machine 
concerned with physical c 1 ours. code, so it should help you to follow 

the machine code if you have any 
I) Consider a pixel in a four colour trouble. 
Mode, which has two bits that make 
up each logical colour. If you draw a 
frame using only one of those bits, nidde" line algorithm 
then you effectively have There is a very simple method of 
screens that You can draw in, the doing the hidden line removal in this screen, and the case. If you draw from front to back, 
screen. Frames are drawn alter- a pixel is only visable if it is above nately in these and the whatever has allready been drawn. 
colour not being used is erased. This l-his is quite easily implemented in is done by AND'ing the hole screen the following way: 
with a mask that will only keep the L 

colour bits being used. "start of frame" 

ii) At ihe same time as the above is 
going on, the logical colours 1 and 2, 
are being turned ON and OFF in 
such a way that you can only see the 
completed frames. Turning the 
colours ON & OFF means: 

ON => the forground colour (usually 
white) 
OFF => the background colour 
(usually black). 

Take a look at program 3 on the disc 
which goes through the sequence of 
events slowly, first without colour 
swapping so that you can see what is 
going on. Remember, when it draws 
in a colour that is turned OFF you 
won't see anything, but it is still doing 
the same as when you could see it 
before. 

Also look at the program itself 
because it draws the ground in a 

1) clear the 'pixel buffers', ie set all 
to zero 
2) draw the wire frame from the front 
towards the back, using the special 
'plot a point' routine , 

3) do the colour swapping. 

The special 'plot a point' routine is 
this: 

:'L b <= buffer(x) THEN end 
. plot-point(x,y) 

buffer(x)=y end 

It's as simple as that, in ,theory. 

Program 4 on the disc (6r just BOOT 
it) is the full machine code version of 
the above. When I first wrote it, I tried 
using Mode 4 just to see how much 
flicker there was. Compare it to the 
Mode 5 colour swappin version 
yo,,rself. There is quite a ifference. 
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Treats for Repton 3 and Sentinel fans .&..& 

Repton 3 
The main element of the column this 
month is an excellent map printer for 
Repton 3 by Paul Bedford. I've had 
this for some months now, but at last 
time and Disk User have come 
together to present it. 

The program is written in 100% 
machine code (using ADE+ on the 
Master) and has been tested on the 
BBC, Master and Master Turbo, 
thou h it should also work on the B+ 
and E ompact. 

As well as printin maps, it also 
prints passwords, e$t codes, time 
limits and numbers of diamonds, 
eggs, safes, etc. 

It works on E ~ s o n  com~atible 
printers only, usirig the foilowing 
commands - 
Condensed print: CHR$(15); 
End condensed print: 
CHR$(18); Set line feed to 7/72: 
CHR$(27)CHR$(49); Single 
density graphics: 
CHR$(27)CHR$(75). 

Extra help 
To save you diggin through past 
mags I'm including ?I ere the pass- 
words and edit codes for Repton 3. 

Prelude: 
A - Prelude - 56882 
B - Citadel - 44544 
C - Morning - 13330 
D - Awkward - 33023 
E - Fritter - 24656 
F - Lawless - 851 5 
G - Ration - 3447 
H-Tobacco-2303 

Toccata: 
A - Toccata - 48042 
B - Upstart - 6527 
C - Octagon - 27942 
D - Chaotic - 2031 2 
E - Majesty - 1356 
F - Revenue - 1671 3 
G - Foresee - 501 90 
H - Reserve - 65280 

Finale: I L .. 
A - Finale - 27246 a 

8 ' .  

B - Enliven - 24937 . - -, 
C - Contest 3200 " C ' " ' 

D - Illegal - l9786 
E - Appease - 3346 
F - Student - 20055 
G - Average - 16660 . -m s 
H - Phoenix - 51 762 ,y.;...% 

Even more help! 
For 256 lives in the game, simply 
*LOAD D.REPTON1 from your 
Repton 3 game disk, change 
CALL&2FOO to ?&l B5A=0: 
CALL&2FOO and resave it. 

To edit any screens without the 
use of the codes, simple *LOAD 
E.REPTON3 from your Repton 3 

Using the Repton 3 map 
printer :+,.a~.' l .A ; - 

. , 

The pro ram on Disk User is called 
REPMA k and is the source code for 
the printer program. You will need to 
copy this program to a new disk. You 
can then CHAIN "REPMAP". This 
will result in the assembly of 
REPMAP and the automatic saving 
of the program REPRT, a machine 
code file. 

You may then activate REPPRT 
with *RUN REPPRT. The program 
will prompt you for a filename - 
TOCCATA for instance from Repton 
3, or try some of our new screens 
from this issue - the file on your disk 
is called EXTRA and it's from Block- 
ade programmer Carl Dunkley, 
t hmk ,~  , L .iyl)+,G Sal U$-,7-. ..- .. - . .... S. . .T v;y -l.,7lw 

%9y$ik.;,.: ?h- :<:-?.?F: L$.;>>~.;.L~$ - v... . . *-.":q..:::, ;, ., . 
1 . L l l  ,<-L: - +;&& .,& 

Till next time , . -.2s.j,2..;e , .. 
One of the nicest parts of my job as 
regular games columnist in A&B is 
the feedback from readers and the 
bumper postbag of hints, tips, 
questions, maps and so on. 

Now, I cannot believe that 
? readers of Disk User are any differ- 

ent; so, where are the letters? 

game disk, enter ?&257C=&60 and 
then *SAVE E.REPTON3 2400+400 

For a more extensive Repton 
Editor, read the next issue 
of Disk User 

Please do let me know what you'd 
like to see in this column -at present 
we're making it up as we go along, 
not quite sure of the right blend that 
will appeal to disk games players. 

I await your thoughts. 
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A  notep processor^ which is so easy to use 
'-L . -I you've got time to learn about music \;;&F. . 

- .^  - '*: +*'* L' . , + * - h '  , , , " L :  , U, ':. 
, Early on in the BBC's ubiquitous 

career, the machine was dulv recon- 
nised as being a good rriicro f6r 
music (and sound) orientated 
programs; a reputation inherited by 
the more contemporary Master 
Series. And ever since, many music 
orientated programs have appeared 
on the market. Perhaps the better 
known are the music synthesis 
packages which allow a music key- 
board to be interfaced. And though 
numerous 'composer' type pro rams 9 have come and gone, the vaue of 
such programs to people beginning 
to learn about music at school or 
leisure cannot be denied. As it 
almost goes without saying that such 
programs offer the learner far more 
than any book tutor. For, any reason- 
able educational program should be 
dynamic enough, and graphical, as 
to offer the user a feedback other- 
wise inaccessable; of course that's if 
there is no teacher or expert at hand. 

However, down to business: the 
program I have written is not only 
educational, but also a tool for 
composing music. But, as I thought it 
offered more in terms of educat~onal 
value, I called it Music Tutor. And to 
tell you a little about the program: 
BASICally, it allows the user to input 
sequences of music, containing not 
more than two hundred notes; any 
type of note may be entered from a 
semibreve to a demisemiquaver; 
accidentals may be included. And 
whole sequences may be entered 
and plaved in one of six selectable 

Inputted sequences may be 
edited, saved, loaded and so on. In 
fact, it's a little like a wordprocessor; 
and could perhaps serve a similar 
purpose? However one major differ- 
ence prevails. Music Tutor, unlike all 
useful wordprocessors does not 
drive a printer. But such a routine 
could be easily added; but before 
you attempt that, first aquaint your- 
self with the following text. 

. YL.. (,f& . 
Describing matters L &. 
To begin, Figure 1 shows a high level 
flow chart of program one (file 
MUSIC on the disk), which of course 
highlights the neneral order in which 
the irogram-operates. As such 
reference to Figure 1 may assist the 
following description. -:: ..; . $ - - L  . 

'. - 2. ,*-e 

Program 1 is a loader program in 
which envelopes and all characters 
are appropriately defined. And being 
furnished with various REMs, it is left 
to the reader to examine program 
one, which is far from being a 
sophisticated piece of software. 
However, to continue: Listing two is 
the main program, and as such 
warrants further explanation. And to 
begin, a brief description of proce- 
dures and main global variables 
contained within the program: 

PROCinstructions 

simply produces the screc layout 
together with various 'prompung' text 

PROCstave 

draws the music stave 

permits the entry of various notes. 
This is perhaps one of the main 
procedures and will be discussed 
more fully later on 

is nested into PROCinput-notes, and 
erases and draws notes as they are 
moved up or down the stave .. . 

\ - - . L  r 

simply replays an entered or loaded 
sequence; with or without text:,:,' j t .  

allows a specified sequence to be 

loaded, and also catalogues all files - 
on disc ., ,!, .;q 

. ,.* 

PROCsave 

saves sequence of notes. 

PROCoptions ;, 
&.L ,,I* 

allows one of the main options to 
selected. Main options inclu 
SAVE SEQ. LOAD SEQ and so on ... 
PROCacc 

y; i ' ;  ,: , 

,#;fa 
L ,: 

,L- 

permits the introduction of an 
accidental, (# b or natural) , 

PROCedit $1; F, +{,'+ 
.Ei*- J c 5 - W  

allows single not 
as necessary. 

PROCsearch 

is nested into PROCedit, and a ~ l o w ~ ~ "  
a note to be 
keys) and altered 

PROCnew=line . . 
redraws stave for new lines, and is of 
course, frequently executed 

1 .  

LA33% S ; : -  

Global variables "' . ' . 
A% array stores all notes . ,: , : 
b% represents the height (or pitch) 
of a note upon the stave 

c% represents the X dimension at 
which the first note of new line is 
plotted . - , + +. - I W , ~ T -  m :;g& ,~*,~*k$+$; ;:-- * ,L & < 

qK represents the X djmension at 3 which the selection rectanqle is - 
drawn 

y% indicates the number of stored 
notes 

W% temporarily exchr-sd with 



".....-..A ...-.. r,. l.. 
,... .............. 

J% indicates the line number 

PLf 
UNt 

< . 

0% represents the X dimension of 
the 'rectangle' within PROCoptions 

The'idea is simple: 

As can be seen from the listing, 
the main program Music Tutor is 
entirely written in BASIC, and apart 
from a few unavoidable GOTOs is 
reasonably structured with simple 
procedures. The most significant of 
which is PROCinput-notes, and 
basically loads the A% array with 
two pieces of information corres- 
ponding to each saved note, namely, 
the note duration and graphical 
height of the note upon the stave, 
from which the pitch will be later 
determined using simple arithmetic. 
Also realised from the graphical 
height of the note, is information 

regarding accidentals; that is, of 
course, whether or not a note is 
sharpened, flattened or naturalised. 

Operating the program 
When the program is first run, an 
option may be selected by position- 
ing the flashing rectangle (using the 
left and right cursor keys) over one of 
,the following options: 

INPUT SEQuence 

LOAD SEQuence 

PLAY SEQuence 

PLAY sequence ONLY 

EDIT SEQuence 

SAVE SEQuence 

The only options which warrant 
further 1 explanation are: 'INPUT 
SEQ' and 'EDIT SEQ'. With refer- 
ence to the former, this option will be 
undoubtedly utilised most frequently, 
and may be operated as follows: The 
up and down cursor keys allow notes 
to be moved up and down the stave 
as required, whilst pressing the 
space bar will save the note in line 
with the two flashing xs. By position- 
ing the rectangle using the left and 
right cursor keys, any of the shown 
note durations may be selected. To 
sharpen, flatten or naturalise a note, 
press f l ,  which allows the rectangle 
to be manipulated as before, and 
press fO to return to 'inpuling notes'. 
In order to change key simply press 
f2, and select from any of the shown 
major keys, and once a ain press fO 
to return to 'INPUT S 8 Q'. Note; a 
sequence can be arranged in one 
key only. Pressing f3 will permit the 
selection of another option. 

Editing sequences of notes is 
quite straight forward: Firstly, all I 
previous notes will be shown, as 
such when the desired section or line l 
number is encountered press the 
space bar. Consequently, the two 
flashing stars may be directed using 
the left and right cursor keys. When a 
desired note is located press SHIFT; 
you are now free to change the note 
according to the facilities permitted in I 
option 'INPUT SEQ'. When satisfied 
with your alteration, press the space 
bar as before, which will automatic- 
ally cause the whole of the previous 
sequence (including editing) to be I 

shown, after which, option 'INPUT 
SEQ' will be selected. 

fO to retu'rn to 'inputing notes' 

f1 to sharpen, flatten or nahalise a 
note 

f2 to change notes 

f3 to permit the selection of another 
option 
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Dear Sir 

While using Wordbox (Disc User 
No.2) I encountered a problem. This 
was that, when a wordbox was 
printed out the letters did not line up 
vertically to form a square (see 
enclosed example). 

I originally thought that the printer 
required unidirectional printing to be 
selected to ensure that the letters 
lined up. That was a red herring. The 
problem lies in lines 1760 and 1830 
which send the escape codes to the 
printer. 

The program uses what Epson call 
Selectype Mode and Star call Master 
Print Mode. This feature enables 
different print styles to be combined 
with a single escape sequence. The 
sequence starts with 'escape "!" ' 
and the number following is the sum 
of the features required, each style 
having a unique number corres- 
ponding to a power of 2. Thus em- 
phasised is 8 and expanded print is 
32 so emphasised enlarged is 40. 
The program should have used code 
32 at the end of lines 1760 and 1830 
which corresponds to expanded print. 
In fact the value in the listing is 34. 
On the Epson this does not cause a 
problem since the extra '2' is not 
used and so it is ignored. Many 
printers now, including the Star 
NL10, feature a proportional Print 
option. This is turned on by adding 2 
to the Master Print value. Thus by 

L.1730.1860 
1730 DEFPROChard 
1740 PROCtt("Wide Double or Quad high ? W D QU):G%-GETAND223 
1742 IFW%>18 AND G%-81 G%-68 
1743 IFG%-81 W 3 2  ELSE Q%-1 
1744 K%-78 
1745 IFG%-87PROCtt("Print any words found in bold? (Y/N) "1 :PROCget 
1750 PROCtt("Press 'P' to prlnt. <RETURN> for menu."):G$=GET$ 
1760 IF G$< >"P" : ENDPROC ELSE PROCmld 
1764 IFG%=87 VDU2,1,27,1,33,1,32 ELSE VDU2,1,27,1,104,1.Q% 
1770 FORY%-1TOD% 
1780 VDU1,13,1.32,1,32 
1790 FORX%-lTOW% 
1800 VDU31,X%,Y%:PROCosbyte W 
1810 N%-POINT(X%*32+8,956-Y%*32) 
1820 IF K%<>89 OR N%-3:VDUl.U% 
1830 IF K%=89 AND N%<>3:VDU1,27,1,33,1,56,1,U%,1,27,1,33,1,32 
1840 NEXT : NEXT 
1850 FOR N%=1T06:VDU1,13:NEXT:VDU1.27.1.64.3 
1860 ENDPROC 

> 
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sending 34 the printer is instructed to 
print expanded proportional which, of 
course, puts the vertical alignment 
out. Changing the '34 ' in lines 1760 
and 1830 of the original program to 
'32' solves the problem. 

I bought the issue in question 
principally for the Wordbox program 
since my wife is a teacher and uses 
wordboxes for worksheets. 1 have 
modified the printing procedure in 
the original program to allow the use 
of two further print modes on the Star 
NL 10 - Double height, double width 
and quad height, quad width - which 
are especially useful for use in class. 

I enclose a listing of the modified 
procedure which is pretty 
straightforward (sorry about the line 
numbering!). The line which is not 
obvious is 1743. This checks the 

width of the wordbox if quad size is 
requested and, if it is wider than 18 
and hence will not fit on 80-column 
paper, the program defaults to a 
double height, double width. 

I have not previously bought Disc. 
User but will certainly look out for it in 
future. Could you please tell me if 
issue number one is still available 
and, if so, whether the automatic disc 
cataloguer will work with the Opus 
Challenger. 

Yours faithfully 

S M Dryden 
Surrey 

Many thanks for the fix for the Star 
printer. This interesting letter wins its 
writer a copy of Superior's latest 
compilation, Play it Again Sam. 

Dear Sirs 
I have just purchased Disk User Two 
and am highly delighted. I was un- 
able to obtain Disk user One due to 
holiday and business travel and am 
anxious to keep up with collectiing 
the series. I am an advisory teacher 
for I.T. and cannot find anyone with a 
COPY. 
L. Baldwin 

Bradford 
We understand the problem caused 
by issue one selling out so quickly. 

But don't despair. Disk User One is 
now available from our Software 
Service, see Services this issue. 

Dear Sir 

Users of Opus Challenger can get 
the Kwik Kopy (third issue - October/ 
November '87) utility to work simply 
by changing the !BOOT file as 
follows: 

*ACCESS !BOOT 
*BUILD !BOOT 
1 PAGE=&1900 
2 *ENABLE CAT 
3 CHAIN "P.RUNDISC" 
4 

(PRESS ESCAPE) 
*ACCESS !BOOT L 

Then SHIFT+BREAK to 
BOOT the file. 

This works because Kwik Kopy reads 
direct from the catalogue table usually 
stored from &E00 on most standard 
DFS's, but not on the Challenger, 
which defaults to PAGE & EOO. 

The command *ENABLE CATputs 
catalogue info at &E00 and sets 
PAGE to & 1900 on the next BREAK. 

Yours faithfully 

M J Holmes (Mr) 
Northumberland 
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DISK 
DATA 
Yes prime Minister 
A reat new disk based game to play 9. is es Prime Minister from Mosaic 
Publishing. 

You take the role of Jim Hacker, 
and must raise his standing in the 
polls during five days of turmoil and 
crisis. You can gather information 
from Sir Humphrey and Bernard 
Wooley. Can you handle situating a 
nuclear power station next to the 
head of the CEGB? or should it o 
near your mother in law's home? 8 o 
you reall want to appear on Blue 
Peter? d r how about resolving a 
Russian Spy Crisis. 

The text is written by an Oxford 
economics don, prepared for micro 

09 42 
MOH .B RPR 

file all you have to do is highlight it. 
The only unfriendly bit about The 

Menu is the installation process. 
However the clear instructions sup- 

by Oxford Di ital Enterprises and 
published by h4 osaic Publishing. You 
play by moving around your office 
answering incoming calls, respond- 
ing to new events, making visits and 
important decisions. 

The text is amusing and although 
the scenarios begin to repeat them- 
selves, there is plenty of mileage in 
this game before boredom sets in, 
especially if you are a fan of the 
television Series. The disk version is 
much more enjoyable because data 
has to be regularly read into memory 
and there are no delays. Price 
f 19.95 on disk. 

plied should overcome any prob- 
lems. 

The Menu is ideal for ,those who 
do not wish to go down to DFS level 
when dealing with disks but don't 
want the more com~rehensive (but 
expensive) ROMs available, l t  is 
compatible with all BBC Micros but 
not second processors. Price 
£1 5.75. 

Camelot also produce a program 
called the LIST, which can be used in 
DFS or ADFS. It allows you to add 39 
character descriptions to files. Espe- 
cially useful for DFS - with its cur- 
sory 7 character filenames - one 
would have thought. 

Brian Clough's Football 
Fortunes 
Fans of the game themselves, the 

lads at CDS have played hard and 
long to come up with this winning 
formula. Simple to learn and play, 
even for the non football fanatic, any 
complications and all the statistics 
are taken care of by the computer. 

The board game is not unlike a 
football version of Monopoly. Mana- 
gers build their teams from player 
cards and chance takes a hand as 
you move around the board accord- 
ing to the score on the computerised 
dice. 

If you enjoy board games then 
you will find this well-designed, a 
clever combination of computer and 
more traditional elements. I know 
that football can make many as sick 
as a parrot but even those not 
interested in the reality might enjoy 
this game for its wealing and dealing 
and general entertainment value. 

And if Doncaster (CDS' home 
turf) make it to the final, don't be 
surprised! Price: f 17.95 

Camelot Computer Services 
14 South View 
Woodley 

Lines of communication to Stockport 
Jim Hacker's office in Yes Cheshire 
Primeminister SK6 l PD 

061 494 2253 

The Menu 
Mosaic Publishing, 

RAM images from disk into a speci- 0425 57077 
fied bank and savina chosen ROMs 

A loo,% machine code program, the to disk. The ~ e n u "  will work with CDS 
Menu takes the form of a !BOOT file single or double sided drives. Beckett Road 
which is added to each of your disks. On Master 128 the menu dis- Doncaster 
A Mode 7 'front end' is presented for plays date and time. Various instruc- DN2 4AD 
disk files, ROMs and RAM, loading tions are also on screen. To select a 0302 21 134 
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SHIFT-BREAK 
. Put the BOOT in on a Disk User for the BBC Micro 

Disk User for the BBC Micro - Just Press for Action 
ad&tage of our special subscriptions offer. 
If you own a BBC Microcomputer, Model B, 
B+  or Master 128 and use a 5Y4" disk drive 
then Disk User is for you. 
Disk User includes animations, full scale 
applications such as disk cataloguer and 
software manager, adventure, strategy and 
arcade games, lots of disk utilities and \ 

interactive tutorials. None of the software is 
protected, rather it is fully documented, 
structured and easy to follow. 
There are also unique chances to "try before 
you buy" as software companies provide Disk 
User readers with demonstrations of their 
latest programs. 

E1 3.72 for 6 Issues U.K. 
E1 6.00 for 6 Issues Overseas ~ur fa& Mail 
Airmail rates given on request. 

Send your remittance to: 
INFONET LTD.. Times House, 179 The Ma~lowes, 

Hemel Hempstead, Herts. HP1 1BB. 
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Is therekny point in upgrading to the ADFS? 
We discuss the issues and the practicalities 

For many, Acorn's original DFS is 
good enough. That is all there was 
during the great boom in micro- 
buying between 1982 and 1984. It 
offered fast, reliable loading and 
saving, as well as added features not 
possible with tape, such as random 
access filing. It was such an advance 
on the hassles of loading from tape 
that it seemed churlish to quibble 
about its deficiencies. But then the 
double density DFS (DDFS) from 
various third party manufacturers 
made its appearance. It offered more 
storage space and, in some cases, 
more files per disk surface. Then 
followed the advanced DFS (ADFS). 
To upgrade or not to upgrade then 
became the burning issue in the 
letters and features pages of many 
BBC Micro magazines. 

But while there are still plenty of 
copies of Acorn's old original DFS 
quietly sitting in thousands of 
machines up and down the country, 
still giving sterling service, the world 
has moved on. The Master gave 
Acorn's stamp of approval to the 
ADFS and many have moved over to 
it. So what are the advantages and 
drawbacks? , 

The main disadvantage, first of 
all, is incompatibility, especially for 
early machines in which Acorn's 
DFS version 0.90 (the original) 
cannot CO-habit with the ADFS 
because the two chips need different 
floppy disk controllers (FDCs). 

The FDC converts instructions 
from the DFS or ADFS into the 
binary signals that directly command 
the disk drive. It issues the instruc- 
tions to stop and to start rotating, 
when and to what position to move 
the head (the magnet that picks up 
and lays down the information on the 
disk's surface) and when to start or 
stop relaying that data to ,the 
computer's memory. % , . . - l  . 

Acorn started off with the 8271 
but its successor in the Acorn world, 
and the one driven by the ADFS, is 
Western Digital's WD1770 FDC. 
Used also by IBM PCs and compati- 
bles, this chip has advantages over 
the 8271 : it is faster, more common, 
cheaper and, most importantly, it can 
lay down both single and double 
density recording. 

, p 3 :  . L !-:.A 
Double density recording is a 

way of cramming more information 
onto a particular area of the disk's 
surface. How exactly this is done 
need not concern us here, save to 
say that the method used is known 
as modified frequency modulation 
(MFM) while the Acorn DFS 0.90 
employs frequency modulation (FM) 
alone. 

.I,* . 
If data is more tightly packed it is 

read faster by the disk drive: as it 
passes under the drive head, for 
each rotation of the disk it is picked 
up at a greater rate than on single 
density recorded disks. 

So the price of upgrading for a 
standard BBC B is the need for a 
new FDC, from the 8271 to the 
WD1770. The ordinary DFS will 
need to stay as well: unless both it 
and the ADFS are present in the 
machine it will be impossible to move 
files from one system to the other. 
More on this later. . , ' ' 

A!* *& ;%+ - b#ik:&-s, A . 
But the Acorn DFS was written 

for the 8271 and does not work with 
the WD1770. So, that will also mean 
an upgrade of DFS, either to a later 
Acorn (issue 2.2 or later) or an Acorn 
and WD1770-compatible version. 
And, as the two FDCs are not directly 
interchangeable, you will need to buy 
the WD1770 integrated with an 
upgrade board from the likes of 
Watford Electronics or Solidisk. 
There is an alternative which 

4, involves keeping both FDCs, which I 

shall come onto later. 

What are the benefits of 
ADFS? 
The result of the ADFS' double 
density recording is more data per 
disk: 640k as opposed to 200k on a 
40-track drive or 400k on an 80-track 
drive, assuming double-sided drives 
in all cases. And that is a pointer to 
one of the bi changes between the 
DFS and AD P S. Only 31 files may be 
stored on a disk surface by the Acorn 
DFS, a ceiling very quickly reached 
with 80-track drives which can store 
200k on each surface. The ADFS 
maximum, on the other hand, is 
somewhere in the thousands and is 
set by the maximum of 47 objects 
(files or sub-directories) permissible 
in each directory. To reach it, your 
root directory would need 47 sub- 
directories, each again with 47 sub- 
directories and so on ... you would be 
very hard pressed to hit the limit. And 
it treats the two physical surfaces of 
a disk as one logical unit so there is 
no need to keep worrying about 
whether your lost file is on drive 0 or 
drive 2. If it is on the disk, you will find 
it. . . * .  

:.tf. 
The process of findin it is eas~d'? 

too, thanks to the ADFS' \ ierarchical 
directory structure which has been 
likened to a tree. This is the key to 
the ADFS' power and the possibility 
of an almost unlimited number of 
files per disk. , ...A.. . .:::>.,; I I 

. , . , <M. ..*. "L' i * 

When first accessing (or 
*MOUNTing) an ADFS disk, the root 
directory is displayed. It has an 
unalterable name, simply "$" and is 
the jumping-off point to anywhere on 
the disk. It should ideally contain only 
a !BOOT file, if needed, along with a 
list of other sub-directories on the 
disk. These other directories will be 
further up the tree: this means they 
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GAP 
'cr. . - 

can be part of another sub-directory, organise your files, finding and not a disk needs' compaction: that 
down to as many levels of nesting as accessing them will be simpler dreary task is still with us, 
you want. There is a practical lim~t of because you will have fewer disks to unfortunately. 
course to the length of a filename search and directory and file names 
you will want to type in just to save or are more meaningful. 
load it, so two or three levels of 
nesting are probably it. 



memory and many will demand the 
space claimed by the ADFS. Many of 
those that use Acorn's operating 
system calls to save and load will 
work. However, there are still some 
around which demand the presence 
of the 8271 FDC, in which case the 
solution is to get hold of a dual-FDC 
board, such as Solidisk's. The 8271 
and WD1770 can then both be used 
) the former perhaps by a DFS 
loaded into sideways RAM when 
needed. 

There are two basic methods of 
transferring files from DFS to ADFS. 
Either use the utility that comes with 
the Acorn chip, or buy ACP's 
Advanced Disk Toolkit and let the 
*XFER command take full control 
over the process. For Acorn ADFS 
users, who do not get formatting and 
transferral utilities built into the ROM 
chip, it is vital. For users of other 
manufacturers' products, which do 
usually possess them, it still gives 
you more power over the disk and 
the information on it. Other utility 
ROMs include Pineapple's ADFS 
utilities. On disk there is MB Soft- 
ware's Mastercopy - see SPECIAL 
OFFER below. A&B Computing's 
November issue also carried a DFS 
to ADFS backing up utility - available 
on the Master Only disk on offer 
*through Disk User Services. 

Weighing it up 
So there are good points and bad. 
Most of the hassles come at the 
beginning of an ADFS user's life, 
particularly when transferring files en 
masse. Once done, the facilities and 
ease with which information can be 
accessed and controlled under 
ADFS outweigh the short time spent 
learning it. You will also wonder how 
you managed in the days when the 
31-file maximum meant half of the 
disk was left empty, simply for the 

I I 

domestic 

+ - 
letters 

gasboard 

lack of a few more pages of memory 
and disk space. And one manufac- 
turer, Solidisk, markets an ADFS that 
self-frugalises and takes only one 
extra page of memory by reducing to 
one the number of files it is possible 
to open at once. 

The only lasting disadvantage is 
having to remember which filing 
system files are stored under and the 
need to keep the two types of disk 
clearly marked. And that is a small 
price to pay for a 60% increase in 
storage capacity that is real and 
usable because the DFS limit on 
filenames no longer applies. 

Finally, the system is open to the 
future. Who knows when hard disks 
will become cheap enough to be as 
plentiful as floppy disk drives are 
today? When they do, they will need 
the ADFS to drive them ... 

ADFS? To be highly 
recommended. 

Conversion 
Disk User doesn't want to lose any 
readers so don't throw away your 
DFS whatever you do! Seriously, we 
recognise the meed to support ADFS 
as much as, possible and will give 
instructions for transfer every issue. 

W 

SPECIAL OFFER A friendly question and 
answer session establishes 
the transfer required and 
this is swiftly carried out. 

MB Software Master 
COPY 

Master Copy it o" special 
offer - a saving of f 3.00 - 

Master Copy is a disk based in this month's Disk User. 
set of conversion utilities for Turn to Services to place an 
DFS and ADFS in combination. order. 
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INTERCEPTORS 

The two machine code utilities pre- 
sented here provide users of BBC 
micros with four new commands, 
*PSV, *PLD and *F&R which may be 
used in the same way as any other 
operating system commands. 

In the first program a solution to 
the problem of large amounts of 
valuable disk space being eaten up 
by screen saves is given. Remember 
that a normal save of a Mode 0, 1 or 
2 screen would require 20K! 

Screen compression 
COMP saves screens in a highly 

compressed format by use of the 
command *PSV <filename>, where 
filename may be any valid name - eg 
*PSV SCREENI. The command 
*PLD <filename> is used to load a 
previously saved picture file back 
from the disk to the screen. 

To use these con-~mands the 
machine code must first be installed 
in the computer's memory. The prog- 
ram given in Disk User is a BBC 
BASlC assembler listing. This 
source code must be run to create 
the object code (machine code) 
which will be used by * commands. 
In the asserr~bler forni it is possible to 
make alterations fairly easily and the 
program structure is made clearer by 
use of long variable names. 

As an example of a possible 
change, those with disk operating 
systems which leave PAGE at &E00 
or who need space under &l900 in 
order to run a program might wish to 
alter the assen-~bly address in lines 
140 and 1805 to &B00 instead of 
&1700. Note that if this is done 
function key and character defini- 
tions, which overwrite pages B and C 

respectively, may not be used. 
When run, the assembler listing 

will automatically save the object 
code as a file called "COMP" (line 
1805) and so it is vital that a disk, 
other than the copy of Disk User, is in 
your drive ready to receive this. 
Once the object code has been 
saved in this way the utility may be 
installed in the computer memory at 
any time by installing the utility disk 
in a drive and issuing the command 
*COMP or *RUN COMP, after which 
saves and loads may be carried out 
by use of the * commands given 
above. 

The routines work in any 
non-shadow screen mode and the 
screen may even have scrolled be- 
fore saving. As screen memory is 
read and written to directly the 
routines will not operate with shadow 
RAM. It is impossible to give an 
exact figure for the amount of stor- 
age saved as this depends on the 
complexity of the picture on screen. 
A saving of 60 to 75% is common. 

How it Works 
The new comniands *PSV and *PLD 

are added by redirecting CLIV, the 
command line interpreter vector in 
&208, &209 (lines 160-410). The 
second utility does the same thing 
and the technique may be easily 
used to add your own commands to 
the machine. Note that after an 
operating system call the X and Y 
registers contain, respectively, the 
low and high bytes of the address of 
the character immediately after the * 
character on the command line. 

To save a screen the first 4 bytes 
output to disk contain the information 
needed from PAGE 3 to restore the 
screen in the correct Mode and with 
scrolling accounted for (lines 
520-550). The screen is then output 
by reading the screen memory from 
the bottom of screen memory 
(8~3000 for Modes 0, 1 and 2) up to 
8~8000 and by applying the following 
algorithm: 
Read a byte of screen memory - if it 
is different to the previous byte ex- 
amined then increment a counter 
(B %), store the byte in a PAGE 0 
buffer and repeat until two consecu- 
tive bytes are identical. 
When this occurs there is no need to 

store the byte again - simply incre- 
ment a counter (S%) and repeat until 
a different byte is encountered. 
When this occurs output the value of 
5% and S% followed by all the 
entries in the buffer. 

In this implementation the limit 
on the size of the buffer (16 bytes 
from &80 to &8F) means that B% 
may only take values from 0 to 15. 
Advantage is taken of this by restrict- 
ing the range of S% to 16 also. This 
means that B% and S% may be 
conveniently combined into one byte 
when saving, B% making up the 
most significant nybble or 4 bits of 
the byte while S% fits the 4 least 
significant bytes. 

'The s'ave routine is on lines 
450-970. 

The load routine simply ieverses 
this technique and may be found on 
lines 990-1540. Notice the use of 
SHEILA addresses &FE00 and 
&FE01 to reset the screen in its 
previous scrolled position in lines 
1090- 1250. 
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PQGE Zero use by t h e  FbR program 

&70-8471 ---(a) workspace used i n  t h e  conversion o f  decimal keyboard 
i npu t  i n t o  2-byte hex. 

(b)  bass address o f  each EAS IC  program l i n e  far use w i t h  
i n d i r e c t  , indexed addressing. 

h72-&73 --- (a) temporary storage o f t t h e  address o f  the f i r s t  l i n e  t o  
be searched, l a t e r  moved t o  8470-&71. 

( b )  t he  number of bytes from t h e  cur ren t  search p o s i t i o n  t o  
end of  program. 

&74 ------- (a)  f l a g  t o  i n d i c a t e  whether s t a r t  o r  end search parameter 
i s  being checked. 

( b )  f l a g  t o  i n d i c a t e  whether we are  i n s i d e  quote6 or  not. 

& ~ P J  ------- takes th ree  poss ib le  values, 1 o r  O or  -1, represent ing 

r e ~ p e c t i v e l y ,  replacement s t r i n g  longer than search 
s t r i n g ,  replacement s t r i n g  equal t o  search s t r i n g ,  
replacement s t r i n g  shor ter  than search s t r i n g .  

a76 -----M- l eng th  o f  search s t r i n g .  

s477 ------- length  of  replacement s t r i n g .  

&.78 ------- absolute value o f  the  d i f f e r e n c e  i n  leng th  of  t h e  two 
str- inqs. 

~ 7 9  ...-...a...--- l eng th  o f  cur ren t  l i n e .  
&7A ------- number o f  bytes i n t o  l i n e  when search match begins. 

&78 -----W- number o f  by tes  i n t o  l i n e  when search match ends. 

&?C-&7D --- (a) address of  p o s i t i o n  where search match f i n i s h e d  if 
replacement s t r i n g  i s  shor ter  than search s t r i ng .  

(b) address o f  t h e  new program end i f  replacement s t r i n g  is 
l anger. 

&7E-&7F ------ address of t h e  p o s i t i o n  where replacement s t r i n g  will 
terminate when i nse r ted  i n t o  l i n e .  

%80-8481 --- (a) &B1 i s  used as temporary storage f o r  t h e  h i -by te  o f  t h e  
l i n e  number being compared w i t h  t h e  search parametera. 

(b) used t o  s t o r e  10,hi-bytes o f  l i n e  numbers t o  be p r i n t e d  
ou t  by the  basic1 ineno subroutine. 

Sc82-St83 --- ( a )  used t o  s t o r e  t h e  10,hi-bytes of  t h e  s t a r t  search 
parameter. 

(b) used as base f o r  i n d i r e c t ,  indexed addressing searches 
through t h e  EASIC keyword tab le.  

&84-&85fi --- (a)  used t o  s t o r e  the  lo ,h i -bytes o f  t h e  end search 
parameter. 

(b )  workspace used i n  decoding tokenised l i n e  numbers. eg 
a f t e r  OOTDs or RESTORES. 

%8&-848B --- storage f o r  t h e  contents  of  t h e  X and Y r e g i s t e r s  on e n t r y  
t o  t he  OSCLI i n t e r c e p t i o n  rou t i ne .  i e  on e n t r y  X, Y 
r e g i s t e r s  conta in  t h e  10,hi-bytes o f  t h e  address of t h e  
s t a r t  o f  t h e  t e x t  o f  t h e  * command. 

%8C-&8D --- contents of  t he  o r i g i n a l  O S C L I  vector.  (I 

&BF ------W temporary storage of  the o r i g i n a l  contents o f  t h e  h i -by te  
l i n e  number i n  t h e  l i n e  a f t e r  t h e  l a s t  search l i n e .  
Th is  is replaced by &FF to ensure t h a t  t h e  mearch 
terminates, a f t e r  which t h e  o r i g i n a l  contents are 
restored. 

, . 
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i INTERCEPTORS 

Find and Replace 
The second program, B.F&R, is a 
find and replace utility. Any piece of 
text in a BASlC target program may 
be located and displayed or replaced 
by this routine. As it makes use of 
two areas of the BASlC ROM (the 
table of keywords and the tokenisa- 
tion of text routine) this utility will only 
run on the version of BASlC on 
which it is created. "B.F&RV auto- 
matically sets up the code for your 
BASlC (1,2 or 4) and saves it to your 
own utility disk as "F&R". If you wish 
at some later date to use the utility on 
a machine with one of the other 
versions of BASlC the Disk User 
source code will have to be run again 
on a machine with the alternative 
BASlC installed. Once again remem- 
ber to replace Disk User with your 
own disk before running the source 
program so that the machine code 
generated may be saved. 

Since F&R is likely to be used 
more than once in a program debug- 
ging session function key 0 is set up 
with the command *F&R to save time 
and typing. 

The search may be global, *F&R, 
or selective eg *F&R 1001200. If line 
numbers are given as parameters 
both syntax and range checks are 
carried out: *F&R 2000125 would be 
rejected and an error message 
given. Default parameters may be 
used: eg *F&R 1250 would carry out 
a find/replace from the program start 
to line 250, while *F&R 25001 would 
do so from line 2500 to the end of the 
program. 

After giving the *F&R command 

with any parameters and pressing 
RETURN you are prompted for text 
to be searched for. 'This text may be 
of any length up to the maximum 
allowed in a line of BASlC and may 
contain keywords. 

You are then prompted for a 
replacement string. Pressing RE- 
TURN immediately will simply carry 
out a search for all occurences of the 
first string and display these lines. 
Otherwise any text entered will re- 
place the first text wherever it is 
found and the altered lines will be 
displayed. To increase readability 
any multi-statement lines are dis- 
played one statement to a line on 
screen. 

How it works 
Lines 130-300 set up CLlV in a 

similar fashion to the previous utility 
but from 31 0-660 the necessary 
further checks on parameter values 
are carried out. 

The search and replace routines 
need to know the values of PAGE 
and TOP (lines 670-71 0). 

After any string is typed in it is 
tokenised by the same routine used 
by BASlC so that keywords may be 
included in search and replacement 
operations (lines 1080 and 1250). 

The remainder of the source 
code consists of a number of 
routines, some of which you may find 
useful in utilities of your own. For 
example linetoken (1 830- 1 920) de- 
codes the three byte tokenised line 
number found after GOT0 and RES- 
TORE and places the resulting nor- 
mal two byte number in zero page; 

basiclineno (2970-3260) is a routine 
which prints a two byte hex number, 
stored in &80, &81, as a decimal 
number on the screen; printoken 
(3280-3480) takes a BASlC 
keyword token stored in the accumu- 
lator and, by using the keyword 
lookup table in the BASlC ROM, 
prints out the full keyword; convert 
(3500-3670) takes input of a string 
of decimal digits one character at a 
time through the accumulator and 
converts this to a two byte hex 
number stored in &70, &71; finally 
message (3700-3770) will print any 
string, stored in a known address by 
EQUS, providing the address is pas- 
sed to the routine in a similar way to 
lines 990- 101 0 and the message 
ends with a carriage return, charac- 
ter 13. 

To leave the maximum space for 
the BASlC target program the 
machine code and string buffers are 
assembled as far up the memory of 
the computer as possible (at &7500). 
A Mode change from Mode 7 would 
corrupt this code unless shadow 
RAM is being used. While using the 
routine to help debug a program this 
is normally no problem. If, however, 
this occurs make sure to reset the 
OSCLl vector to its normal value by 
pressing BREAK before installing the 
routine from disk once more. 

In the source code provided no 
long variable names have been 
assigned to PAGE 0 addresses be- 
cause several of these have multiple 
uses. To explain the function of each 
of these the following Table One is 
provided. 

I 

l 
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9 Hall Road, Marylands Wood Estate, 
Hemel Hempstead, Herts HP2 7BH 0442 211882 - -  

CHECK WITH THE TABLES TO 
SEE IF OUR SOFTWARE IS 
AVAILABLE FOR YOUR - 

COMPUTER. PLEASE 
INDICATE YOUR REQUIRED 
PRODUCT NAME, NUMBER 
AND TRACK FORMAT I N  THE 
ORDER FORM INFORMATION 

Software is only available on the formats recorded in the 
tables. It is not available on cassette tape. All prices include 
VAT and postage and packing. Please make cheques postal 
orders payable to Argus Specialist Publications Ltd and print 
your name and address clearly on the back of your cheque. 
Telephone orders are taken for Visa and Access. All 
software is sent first class. Prices include postage and 
packing for European destinations. Please include f 1.00 
postage and packing (airmail) for other overseas orders. 
Please allow 28 days for delivery. 

v 

PRODUCT CODE NUMBERS 
PROGRAM TITLE BBC B/B t MSTR 128 COMPACT ELECTRON 
Global View DBOl DB16 DB33 DE06 
Graphics Pack 1 DB03 DBll DB31 DEOl 
Ikon Utilities DB19 
Musician DB06 
Venturescapes DB48 
Ed Compendium DB41 
Mode 1 Utilities DB12 
Adventurescape I11 DB20 DB28 DB35 
Combat Zone DB21 . DB32 
Proc~on EBl 
Easyword DB22 DE22 
Videobase DB24 . 
Delivery DBZS 
Easy Font DB26 DB39 DB44 
ADFS Menu DB21 DB31 

Graphics pack 2 DB28 DB34 DB38 DE38 
Colour Ikon DB36 
A&B Bibliography DB40 DB53 DBS4 
Statistics DB41 DB42 DB43 
Games Compendium 1 DB45 DE45 
Home Ofice DB46 
Graphics Con* Set DB49 DBSO DBSl 
Compact 100 DB52 
Bibliography Upgrade DBS5 
Master Only DB56 DBS? 
MB'81 DB58 DBS9 DB60 
Getting Into Assembler DB61 DB62 DB63 
Getting lnto Wordwise 
Plus DB64 DB65 DB66 
Getting Into Sidewapj 
RAM DB61 DB68 DB69 
Getting Into Pascal DBZO DBn DB72 
Adventure Special DB13 DB74 DB'15 
Graphics Special DB16 DBll DB18 
Skywatcher DB79 DB80 DMl 
Disk User One DU1 

Back Issues 

Disk User One - SOLD OUT 
but available as a software 
product, floppy disk and 
laserset manual. See the Soft= 
ware Sale this issue to order 
your copy. 

In Disk User Two: Ants! - 
Pit your wits against the machine in a 

sci-fi strategy game 
Expert investigator - Edit, 
search and recover data 
Word Wars - Create your own 
puzzles 
Automatic Disk Catalogue 
Utilities Mode 7 machine code - 
titles and animations 
Software Manager Database 
manager for your disk collection 
Guide to essential games on disk 
Operating with OSWORD Which 
RAM disk? 

AVAILABILITY AND PRICE 

Name Product 4O(small] 80Oarge) Price 
double disk Statistics DB4l p p £10.00 
Global View DBOl yes yes E1O.OO ADFS DB42 p p E10.00 
Electron + 3 DE06 no yes El2.00 Compact 3% D843 m yes E12.00 
ADfS DB16 no yes E10.00 double disk 
Compact 3% DB33 no yes El2.M 
Graphics P a c ~  1 DB03 yes yes EIO.OO Games Compendium l DB45 m yes E1O.OO 
Electron + 3 DEOl no yes $12.00 Electron +3 DE45 m yes E12.00 
ADFS DBlZ yes yes E1O.OO Home Office D M  yes yes £6.00 
Compact 3% DB31 no yes U.00  double disk 

Graphics Construction Set D B 4  p ya E1O.OO 
Ikon Utilities DB19 yes yes E6.00 ADFS DB50 M yes E1O.OO 
Musician DB06 yes yes E6.00 Compact 3% DB51 w yes E12.00 
double disk double disk 
Venturescapes DB48 yes . yes £10.00 Compact l00 DB52 m yes $15.00 
doable disk Bibliography Upgrade DBB p yes $5.00 
Educational Compendium DB41 yes yes £10.00 Master Only DB56 m yes E6,00 
Mode 1 Utilities DB12 yes yes £6.00 Compact 3% DBS7 m yes E6.00 
double disk 
Advenhuescape Ill DB20 yes p S1S.M AdrB'87 DIE8 p yes E6.W 
ADFS DBM) yes yes E15.00 ADFS DB59 no yes £6.00 
Compact 3% DB3S m yes E11,00 Compact 3Y DB60 no yes E6.00 
Combat Zone DB21 yes ges £6.00 Getting Into Assembler DB61 yes yes $6.00 
Compact 3% DB32 w yes EB.00 ADFS DB62 no yes f6.00 

Compact 3% DB63 no yes E6.00 
-U EBl EPROM only EIl.50 Getting Into Wordwise Plus DBM yes yes $6.00 
Easyword DB22 yes yes E1.50 ADFS DB65 no yes $6.00 
Electron + 3 DE22 no yes £9.50 Compact 3% DB66 no yes $6.00 
Videobase DB24 yes yes $6.00 Getting Into Sideways RAM DB61 yes yes E6.00 
Delivery DBZS yes yes E1.50 ADFS DB68 no yes £6.00 
Easy Font DB26 yes yes E1O.OO 
ADFS D B 3  no yes E12.00 Compact 3% DB69 no yes £6.00 
Compact 3% DB44 no yes DB68 DB69 
ADFS Menu DB21 yes yes £12.00 Getting Into Paxal DB7O yes yes $6.00 
Compact 3% DB31 no yes £14.00 ADFS DBll no yes E6.00 
Graphics pack 2 DB28 yes yes £10.00 Compact 3% DB12 no yes 56.00 

Adventure Special DB73 yes yes E20.00 
ADFS DB34 yes yes £10.00 ADFS DB14 no r yes E15.00 
Compact 3% DB38 no yes El2,00 Compact 3% DBlS no yes E20.00 
Electron + 3 DE38 no yes flZ.00 Graphcs Special DB16 yes yes E15.00 
Colour Ikon DB36 yes yes £6.00 ADFS DB11 no yes ElS.00 
A&B Bibliography DB40 yes yes E15.00 Compact 3% DB18 no yes E15.00 
ADFS DB53 no yes U.00 
Compact 3% DBW no yes E15.00 Disk User One Dm yes yes E2.95 
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MB Software Master Copy 

Back issues of Disk User cost £2.95 traps any possible errors to make £10.95 

Disk User One Order I 
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BeebDOS version 2 (new) from MicroBoss 
Software for BBC and IBM file interchange 
Runs on IBM-PC-XT-AT or compatibles and supports DOS 2.0 or  laler 
Supplied on 360K IBM diskette with manual and plastic wallet the software includes: 

BCOPY Copy files BBC - IBM, IBM - BBC. BBC - BBC (wild cards allowed) 
BCONV Flexible IBM file translatefacihtg enabling text to be passed between 

VIEW, WORDSTAR and Displayufr~te 3 amongst other uses 
BGRAPH D~splay BBC mode 0, 1 . 4 , 5  screen format (AMX Art included) files on IBM 

standardcolour (CGA), enhanced colour (EGA) or  Hercues screens 
For use ~n IBM PC presentation, DTP, drawing and other graphic applications 

BeebDOS is almost a complete BBC DFS/ADFS forthe 1941 PC w ~ h  utllltiesto 
catalogue, format, backup, delete, lock, unlock, compact rename. alter title & o p t ~ o n s ,  
map free space. change and create d~rec tor~es  of BBC d~skette/tiles. 
lnfact BeebDOS is probably the tsstest and most powerful 
BBC/IBM PC tile transfer method available and no cables or  

lp39.991 
Inclusive 

serial connect~ons are required. 
BBC double density diskette formats supported are Acorn ADFS. Warlord. Solld~sk. 
OPUS DDOS and UDM. Acorn single density DFS 1s onlysupported when  running BeebDOS 
on an IBM AT or XT286 wlth a 360k disk drlve. Please send or ohone for an lntorrnatlon sheet. 

CHEQUE OR POSTAL ORDER TRADE/EDUCATIONAL ENQUIRIES ELCOME 
MICROBOSS LTD 3 HADLElGH RD FRINTON ESSEX C 0 1 3  9HG TEL: 102556) 71095 

. QuaUiQy DBsks 
) , .  . - Unbranded Lifetime Guarantee 

JOIN OUR NEW SECTION 
QW 10 25 50 100 200 

IN  'DISK USER' MAGAZINE 
5.25" DS/DD 48tpi 5.70 11.00 19.00 34.00 61 .OO 
5.25" DS/DD 96tpi 6.10 12.50 20.50 36.00 69.00 
5.25" HD 1.6Mb 16.00 36.00 70.00 130.00250.00 

- DISK LINK - 
3.5" DS/DD 135tpi 11.50 26.60 51.90 98.00 189.00 
3.5" SS/DD 135tpi 10.95 25.50 48.90 95.00 185.00 Phone Mark Linacre 

Please Call for 200+ Quantity Discounts. 
5.25" l 0  Disk Plastic Lib. Casef  1.50/3.5" l 0  Disk Plastic Lib. Casef  l .30. 

on 
All Disks supplied with Labels, 5.25" also have sleeves 

and write protects. Price inc. VAT & P&P (U.K.) 
0 1  437 0 6 2 6  for details 

Unbranded d o e s  n o t  a l w a y s  m e a n  poor  quality,  w h y  n o t  t a k e  a d v a n t a g e  of o u r  1 4 d a y  
m o n e y  back  g u a r a n t e e  a n d  try a trial pack  of 10 disks. 

-.-$of how you can use this 
. , . . .  

Credit Cards Welcome . . . . .. 
L .h-:' Telephone 0329 282083 (24 Hours) : .? .*.. L': 

v space to market your ',;. . ',? 
, .; . i '. . . , 
Chegues/PO to: Athene Consultants, Dept. (DU); "; ? :..,+::-a.:. -.: products/services,. 

33 Holly Grove, Fareham, Hants. PO1 6 7UP. 1.T' A.3,-*;. .,:, -?-- I 

Michael Spalter 

Corruptc, Disc Repair 
This program will attempt to repalr a 
corrupted disc, ie any disc which 
either does not verify properly or 
produces the message "Disc Fault 
XX at W Z Z .  If the directory has 
been corrupted: "Disc Fault XX at 
00100, it cannot be recoveced by this 
utility. But you could use the deleted 
program recovery routine published 
in Disk User 2. 

When run, the program will ask 
you for a drive number and the 
number of tracks on the disc (40 or 
80). It will then verify each track in 
turn and attempt to fix any which are 
corrupted. + - - , . . 

.< , . - , - ~ - 5  
!L. < l , :  :-.. kgs' -2 
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FROM LOTHLORIEN 

Our history is recorded by the battles we have fought. But how would our present differ if the battles had turned 
out differently? I f  Napoleon had won? Or Hitler? 
Who would rule us now i f  the Cavaliers had won the English Civil War? 
What sort of world would we live in if the result of World War One had been different? 

: These two new games from Lothlorien give you the chance to reshape the past! 

WORLD WAR ONE 
In the trenches, covered in mud, they waited to receive 
their orders. To crawl forward or to run back. I f  you 
had been giving the orders, would you have done the 
same as the Generals did between 1914 and 1918? Or 
do you have a different strategy? 

-- 
--- Argus Press Software 

Victory House Leicester Place 
London WC2H 7NB Telephone: 01-439 0666 

1642 
of The English Civil War be 

4:: 
the Roundheads under Cromwell and g * '  

the Cavalier supporters of the tyrant Charles I. 
We all know who won, but will they 

win again in this realistic 
reconstruction? 

SPECTRUM 481128 



Repton fans have begged, cajoled and pleaded with us to release another set of screens for our Repton 3 game. 
How could we refuse? Our lovable hero returns again to star in 40 new screens that vividly depict Repton's Iife-stoly. 

The Five Agesof Repton:- At firstwe see Repton as a baby a mewling infant surrounded by teddy-bears, humpty- 
dump% and aggressive clockworktoy-soldiers Then Repton isa whining school-m, creeping like snail unwillingly to 

school, with his pens, his calculator, and a bundle of homework. And then Repton 
during his teenage years becomesa spikey-haired punk armed with a ghetteblaster 

and a collection of records Then Repton goes to work: we see a harried off ice- 
" manager amidst computers, photocopiers, and endless cups of coffee Last scene of 

all, that ends thisstrange eventful history, is Repton as an old-age pensioner searching 
for his false-teeth, hisspectacles, his "pint of stout': and his well-polished war-medals I 

LBC Micro Cossel . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  56.95 corn Electron CoSSenc ............ E6. 95 
BC Micr05%~ Disc ......................... ..!~7.% Acorn Electron S'/&" Disc ..................... $3.95 you complete all 40 screens of The Life of Repton, you can enter our 
LBC B C r  Compact 3%" D i x  .......... S9.95 .ompetition. Prizes include f2a) in cash, with Repton mugs, badges, pens 

(Compatible with the BBC B, U+ and Marter Series computers) and certificates for runners-up 

Dept. LR3. Regent House, Skinner lane, Leeds LS7 IAX. Telephone: 0532 459453 

Plearemake 
all cheques 
qawble to 

Superior 
SOmJore Ltd': 

ra nudR TELEPHONE 
ANSWERING SERVICE FORORDERS 

OUR GUARANTEE 
m All mall ordersare desoatched 

wlthln 24 hours byllrst-class post 
m Podageand packing Is free 
m Faulwcassenes and dlscswlll 

b e  replaced Immediately. 
Ilhlsdoer notamOyovrrlalutory rghnl 




